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Abstract
This paper presents a newly developed hybrid simulation technique for uncoupled acoustic analysis of inte-
rior cavities. This method applies a Wave Based model for a large, geometrically simple portion of acoustic
cavity. The superficial details of the problem domain are modelled using a modally reduced finite element
model. The resulting hybrid model benefits from the computational efficiency of the Wave Based Method,
while retaining the Finite Element Method’s ability to model the actual geometry of the problem in great
detail. Application of this approach to the analysis of a divergent acoustic cavity shows the improved com-
putational efficiency as compared to classical finite element procedures and illustrates the potential of the
hybrid method as a powerful tool for the analysis of three dimensional interior acoustic systems.

1 Introduction

The tightening of legal regulations on the human exposure to noise and vibrations and the ever-increasing
customer demands for better comfort force product designers to take the dynamic and acoustic properties of
their products into account throughout the entire design process. In the classical design process these prop-
erties are studied by means of extensive measurement campaigns carried out on physical prototypes. This
approach is not only time-consuming but also very expensive, resulting in severe limitations on the number
of design possibilities which can be fully explored. In order to reduce the number of physical prototypes and
to shorten the product design cycle, a vast amount of effort is put into the development of Computer Aided
Engineering (CAE) techniques. During the past decades, these techniques have become invaluable tools in
many design processes, resulting in the application of virtual prototypes for design optimisation in every
stage of the design process.

For low-frequency applications deterministic simulation techniques, such as the Finite Element Method [1]
(FEM) and the Boundary Element Method [2] (BEM) are well established. At higher frequencies probabilis-
tic prediction techniques, such as Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) [3], are often used.

The element-based simulation techniques discretise the considered problem (or its boundary) into a finite
number of elements. Within these elements, the dynamic response variables are described by an expansion
of simple (polynomial) shape functions, which are not exact solutions of the governing differential equations.
As a result, as frequency increases, the prediction accuracy of the element based models decreases, mainly
due to two types of errors: interpolation and pollution errors [4]. Keeping these errors within acceptable
bounds requires the use of extremely dense problem discretisations, especially at higher frequencies. This
results in prohibitively large numerical models for real-life acoustic problems. As a result, the applicability of
the element based techniques is limited to problems in the low-frequency range. One of the major advantages
of the element based methods is their ability to model any problem, regardless of its geometrical complexity.
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The SEA techniques divide the entire system into a limited number of components. The mathematical
expression of the power balance between the various subsystems provides the space- and frequency-averaged
dynamic behaviour of each of the structural-acoustic system components. These methods are however based
on the assumption that all of the subsystems have a high modal overlap in the frequency range of interest,
which limits their use to high-frequency modelling.

In between the low-frequency application range of the deterministic element based techniques and the high-
frequency application range of the statistical methods, there exists a wide frequency-gap, the so-called mid-
frequency range, for which currently no adequate and mature prediction methods are available. Desmet
[5] provides an overview of some of the modelling techniques that are being investigated for analysis in
the mid-frequency range. One of these modelling techniques is the Wave Based Method (WBM) [6]. This
technique belongs to the family of so-called Trefftz methods [7] in that it applies globally defined wave
functions, which are exact solutions of the governing differential equations, instead of approximating shape
functions to describe the dynamic response variables. As a result, the use of very fine domain discretisations
at higher frequencies is no longer required. The size of the numerical models and the associated computa-
tional resources are substantially lower as compared to element based methods. Because of the enhanced
convergence properties, the WBM has proven to be applicable for low- as well as mid-frequency steady-state
acoustic problems [8]. A sufficient condition for convergence of the applied wave function expansions is the
convexity of the considered problem domains. Non-convex domains have to be partitioned into a number of
(convex) subdomains. As a result, in order to fully benefit from the method’s computational efficiency, only
problems of moderate geometrical complexity are considered.

In recent years, the combination of the geometrical flexibility of the FEM with the enhanced convergence
properties of the WBM in a hybrid Wave Based-Finite Element (WB-FE) modelling technique has been
successfully explored for two dimensional (2D) [9] and three dimensional (3D) [10] uncoupled acoustic and
uncoupled structural problems [11]. Recently, this hybrid modelling approach has been successfully applied
to the direct coupling between a structural FE model and an acoustic WB model [12]. As a result, this family
of methods allows predictions to be made for uncoupled structural, acoustic or fully coupled structural-
acoustic problems in the mid-frequency range. However, when direct physical coordinates are applied in
the FE submodel, a large percentage (30 to 50%) of the execution time is used for the solution of the sparse
system of FE equations. In a previous work [13], the hybrid methodology for coupled structural-acoustic
problems was refined by reducing the number of dynamic structural degrees of freedom (dofs) using modal
reduction techniques. This results in smaller, diagonal system matrices describing the dynamic behaviour of
the structural part of the problem. As a result, the solution times for the system equations in the hybrid Wave
Based-Modal Finite Element (WB-MFE) method is significantly reduced with respect to the hybrid WB-FE
method, while retaining a similar level of accuracy. In the present paper, this work is further extended to
the existing 3D acoustic hybrid methodology. Instead of applying a set of uncoupled acoustic modes for the
reduction of the acoustic FE part of the model, classical Component Mode Synthesis [14] techniques are
applied to accurately couple both submodels. In order to further optimise the computational efficiency, the
hybrid Wave Based-Projected Modal Finite Element (WB-PMFE) method, an extension based on projection
of the component modes on analytical functions is explored.

The first section of the paper describes the mathematical formulation of a general uncoupled steady-state
acoustic problem. Section 3 discusses the hybrid coupling between an acoustic WB model and a direct
acoustic FE model and the extension of this coupling to a hybrid coupling using modal reduction techniques
for the FEM submodel. Section 4 illustrates the improved computational efficiency of the method as com-
pared to classical FE procedures through an application study of the interior acoustics of a rigid-walled
divergent acoustic cavity.
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2 Problem definition

The steady-state dynamic behaviour of a general 3D uncoupled acoustic system, as shown in figure 1, can be
described by the acoustic pressurep(r) at a positionr(x, y, z) inside the cavity.

Figure 1: A 3D coupled structural-acoustic problem

The acoustic cavityV is filled with air, with ambient densityρa and speed of soundc. An acoustic point
sourceq at positionrq(xq, yq, zq) within the cavity excites the fluid at circular frequencyω. Under the as-
sumption that the fluid in the cavity exhibits linear, inviscid and adiabatic behaviour, the Helmholtz equation
governs the steady-state acoustic pressurep(r) inside the cavity [15]:

4p(r) + k2
a · p(r) = −jρaωq · δ(r, rq), r ∈ V (1)

with4 = ∂2

∂x2 + ∂2

∂y2 + ∂2

∂z2 the Laplacian operator,k = ω
c the acoustic wave number,j =

√−1 the imaginary
unit andδ a Dirac delta function.

Since the Helmholtz equation (1) is a second-order differential equation, one boundary condition needs to
be specified at each point of the boundary in order to obtain a well-posed problem. The boundaryΩa of the
acoustic domain consists of three non-overlapping parts, (Ωa = Ωp

⋃
Ωv
⋃

ΩZ). On each of the parts of
the boundary,Ωp, Ωv andΩZ , respecively acoustic pressure, acoustic normal velocity or normal impedance
boundary conditions are specified:

Acoustic pressure or Dirichlet boundary conditionsonΩp: Rp(r) = p(r)− p̄(r) = 0
Normal velocity or Neumann boundary conditionsonΩv: Rv(r) = j

ρaω
∂p(r)
∂n − v̄n(r) = 0

Normal impedance or Robin boundary conditionsonΩZ : RZ(r) = j
ρaω

∂p(r)
∂n − p(r)

Z̄n(r)
= 0

(2)

with ∂
∂n the normal derivative and̄p(r), v̄n(r) andZ̄n(r) prescribed values for the acoustic pressure, normal

velocity and normal impedance and the normal directionn pointing out of the acoustic domain.

3 Hybrid WB-(P)MFE method for uncoupled interior acoustic prob-
lems

3.1 FEM for steady-state interior acoustics

The hybrid WB-(PM)FE method combines an acoustic FE model of the geometrically complex parts of the
problem with an acoustic WB model of a large acoustic cavity enclose in the actual problem geometry. This
section describes the basic concepts of the FEM for uncoupled acoustic problems. Numerical errors inherent
to the FEM discretisation process and model reduction based on the projection of the acoustic responses on
a base of acoustic normal modes are discussed.
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3.1.1 Basic concepts

The FEM is a well-known simulation technique to model the steady-state dynamic behaviour of acoustic
cavities. The technique determines an approximate solution to the problem described by the Helmholtz
equation (1) and the imposed acoustic boundary conditions (2) by applying the following strategy:

• The entire problem domainV is discretised into a large, but finite number of small, non-overlapping
elements.

• The FEM approximates the exact solution for the acoustic field by a weighted sum of simple (poly-
nomial) shape functionsNi(r′). For each nodei in the FE discretisation there is an associated shape
functionNi(r′), which has a non-zero value in each element domain to which nodei belongs, while it
is zero in all other element domains. For the acoustic pressuresp(r′), the approximation is written as:

p(r′) ≈ p̂fe(r′) =
nk∑

n=1

Nn(r′)pfe,n = N · pfe (3)

with nk the number of nodal dofs in the FE model,pfe the (nk × 1) vector of unknown weighting
coefficientspfe,n andN the (1 × nk) vector of shape functionsNn(r′). In general, the weighting
factorspfe,n in these expansions represent the unknown nodal pressures. As a result, the Dirichlet
boundary conditions can be directly assigned to the corresponding dofs in the FE model.

• The polynomial shape functions do not fulfill the differential equation of the Helmholtz equation (1)
and they may violate the imposed Neumann or Robin boundary conditions. The approximation errors
are minimised in an integral sense by application of a weighted residual formulation:

∫
V
p̃fe ·RH dV +

∫
Ωa

p̃fe ·Rbc dΩ = 0 (4)

with RH andRbc the residuals on the Helmholtz equations and the Neumann and Robin conditions
respectively and̃pfe arbitrary weighting functions. Applying a Galerkin formulation [1], these func-
tions are expressed as a linear combination of the same basis functions as used in the displacement
approximations (3).

• This results in a set of algebraic equations of the form:

(K + jωC− ω2M) · pfe = Z · pfe = ffe (5)

with K, C andM the acoustic stiffness, damping and mass matrices,Z the acoustic dynamic stiffness
matrix, pfe the vector containing the unknown nodal acoustic pressures andffe the acoustic loading
vector, which contains contributions from the acoustic excitations and the imposed non-zero boundary
conditions. Solution of (5) yields the steady-state acoustic pressure values in the nodes of the FE
discretisation.

The dynamic stiffness matrixZ is large, symmetric and sparsely populated and can be decomposed into
frequency independent submatrices (K, C, M). These properties allow the use of very efficient solution
algorithms to compute the unknown nodal pressurespfe. A major advantage of the FEM is its versatility
regarding geometrical complexity of the problem domain.
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3.1.2 Numerical errors associated with FEM modelling

Simple polynomial shape functions are typically used to describe the complex dynamic behaviour within the
elements. This concept limits the application range of the FEM. Application of a Galerkin weighted residual
approach using simple polynomials as basis functions introduces two types numerical errors: interpolation
and pollution errors [4].

• Interpolation errors : Interpolation errors are often referred to as the approximation error and result
from the use of simple shape functions to describe the spatial variations of the dynamic variables. This
type of errors is the predominant source of errors in dynamic FEM calculations at low frequencies.
A rule of thumb states that a certain number of finite elements are needed to accurately interpolate a
single wavelength of a dynamic variable (derived in [4] for acoustic FE calculations). The influence of
these errors for an acoustic pressure FE formulation using polynomial basis functions of orderp can
be approximated as:

θ =

(
k̃h̃

p

)p

= C (6)

with C a constant,p the order of the elements used,h̃ = h/L a measure for the FE mesh resolution
with h the average mesh size andL a characteristic problem dimension, and withk̃ = kaL with ka the
acoustic wave numberka = 2π/λa with λa the acoustic wavelength.

Application of this expression withC = 1, results in the use of at least 6 linear or 4 quadratic FE to
interpolate a single wavelength:

Linear elements(p = 1): hint,a <
λa
2π

Acoustic FEM: fint,a <
c

2πh

Quadratic elements(p = 2): hint,a <
λa
π

Acoustic FEM: fint,a <
c

πh

(7)

• Pollution errors : The numerical pollution errors result from the difference in calculated wavelengths
between the actual physical problem and its FEM discretisation. The simple rules of thumb based
on equation (6) are unable to control these errors at higher frequencies. Therefore, Ihlenburgh and
Babǔska [16, 17] introduce new discretisation rules to control the pollution errors in acoustic FEM
calculations:

k̃θ2 = C (8)

This results in the following rules to control the pollution errors (usingC = 1):

Linear elements(p = 1): hpol,a <

√
λ3

a
(2π)3L

Acoustic FEM: fpol,a <
c

2π
3

√
1

h2L

Quadratic elements(p = 2): hpol,a <
4

√
λ5

a
(2π)5L

Acoustic FEM: fpol,a <
c

2π
5

√
24

h4L

(9)

Since physical wavelengths shorten with increasing frequency, application of these rules results in a rapid
increase of the model size and calculation times.
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3.1.3 Modal reduction techniques

The application of the FEM for real-life engineering problems usually results in very large models, large
memory requirements and long calculation times. However, the model sizes and subsequent computational
efforts may be substantially reduced by using the modal reduction technique. In this approach, the acoustic
pressure field is written as a superposition of (some of) the normal modes of the considered system. The
weighting factors of the different modes, the modal participation factorsψi, i = 1...nm with nm the number
of modes in the modal base, become the new unknowns of the modal model instead of the nodal pressure
valuespfe.

A modal solution procedure contains the following main steps:

• Calculation of undamped acoustic modes: The undamped modal base for an uncoupled acoustic
FEM model is obtained by elimination of the acoustic dofs on which pressure boundary conditions are
imposed and by discarding the acoustic damping matrixC and forcing vectorffe in the FEM model
(5). The mode shapes are then obtained by solving the following eigenvalue problem:

KVm = ω2
mMVm, m = 1...nm (10)

with each of the (nk × 1) eigenvectorsVm representing a mode shape and the associated eigenvalue
ω2

m the square of the natural frequency of that mode.

• Projection onto the modal base: Using the acoustic mode shapes, the dynamic acoustic pressure
vectorpfe can be written as:

pfe =
nm∑

m=1

Vm · ψm = V ·Ψ (11)

with Ψ an (nm × 1) vector of unknown modal participation factorsψm andV an (nk × nm) matrix
collecting thenm undamped acoustic modesVm.

Introduction of expansion (11) in the acoustic FEM model (5) and premultiplying both sides of the
equation with the transpose of the modal vector matrixVT results in the following modal model:

(K̃m + jωC̃m − ω2M̃m) ·Ψ = Z̃m ·Ψ = f̃fe,m (12)

where the (nm × 1) modal excitation vector and the (nm × nm) modal stiffness, mass and damping
matrices are:

f̃fe,m = VT fs, K̃m = VTKV, M̃m = VTMV, C̃m = VTCV (13)

Since the modal vectors are orthogonal with respect to the stiffness and mass matrices,K̃m andM̃m

are diagonal matrices. If the modal vectors are scaled for unit modal mass, the modal mass matrix is
an (nm × nm) unit matrix and the diagonal of the modal stiffness matrix contains the eigenvalues for
eigenvalue problem (10). In case of a proportionally damped structure, the modal damping matrix is
also diagonal.

• Solution of the modal model and postprocessing: Solution of the reduced modal system of equa-
tions for the contribution factorsψm for each frequency of interest and back-substitution of the modal
expansion in the field variable expansion (11) results in an approximation of the dynamic acoustic
pressure field:

pfe(r′) ≈ N · pfe = N ·V ·Ψ (14)
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A relatively small truncated set of modes is sufficient to describe the acoustic behaviour in the frequency
range of interest. A rule of thumb states that all modes with eigenfrequencies up to two or three times the
maximum frequency of interest need to be taken into account to obtain an accurate prediction of the steady-
state dynamic behaviour. Especially in the low- and mid-frequency range, where the modal densities are
fairly low, this results in a significant reduction of the number of acoustic degrees of freedom. Moreover,
since the system matrices become diagonal, the solution of the reduced system of equations (12) for each
frequency of interest requires very little computational effort.

3.2 WBM for uncoupled acoustic problems

The hybrid WB-(PM)FE method applies the WBM to model the dynamic behaviour of the fluid in a large,
geometrically simple part of the cavity. This section describes the basic concepts of the WBM. The WBM,
which is based on an indirect Trefftz approach [7], partitions the entire problem domainV into a small
number of large, convex subdomains. Within these subdomains, the dynamic acoustic pressurep(r) is written
as a weighted sum of wave functions, which exactly satisfy the Helmholtz equation (1), but which may
violate the imposed boundary conditions (2). A weighted residual formulation is used to force the errors at
the boundaries to zero in an integral sense. Solution of the resulting system of algebraic equations yields the
contributions of the wave functions in the solution expansion.

3.2.1 Field variable approximation

The acoustic pressure fieldp(r) within a convex cavity is approximated by a finite solution expansionp̂wb(r):

p(r) ≈ p̂wb(r) =
na∑

a=1

Φa(r) · pwb,a + p̂q(r) = Φ · pwb + p̂q(r) (15)

with pwb an (na×1) vector of unknown wave function contributionspwb,a andΦ an (1×na) vector collecting
the wave functionsΦa(r). p̂q(r) is a particular solution of the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation (1):

p̂q(r) =
jρωq

4π
e−jkd(r,rq)

d(r, rq)
(16)

with d(r, rq) =
√

(x− xq)2 + (y − yq)2 + (z − zq)2 the distance between a point at coordinatesr(x, y, z)
inside the cavity and the acoustic sourceq.

Desmet [6] proposes the use of a superposition of three types of wave functions (the so-calledr-, s- and
t-set) as basis functions to describe the homogeneous solution for the dynamic steady-state acoustic pressure
field:


Φr(r) = cos(kxrx). cos(kyry).e−jkzrz

Φs(r) = cos(kxsx).e−jkysy. cos(kzsz)
Φt(r) = e−jkxtx. cos(kyty). cos(kztz)

(17)

In order for the wave functions to be exact solutions of the homogeneous Helmholtz equation, the wave
number components in (17) need to satisfy:

k2
xi + k2

yi + k2
zi = k2

a (18)
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Desmet [6] proves that a convergent set of wave functions is obtained if the following limited set is selected
from the infinite number of possible wave number sets which satisfy (18):


(kxr, kyr, kzr) =

(
a1π
Lx
, a2π

Ly
,±
√
k2

a − (a1π
Lx

)2 − (a2π
Ly

)2
)
, a1 = 0, 1, 2, . . . a2 = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(kxs, kys, kzs) =
(

a3π
Lx
,±
√
k2

a − (a3π
Lx

)2 − (a4π
Lz

)2, a4π
Lz

)
, a3 = 0, 1, 2, . . . a4 = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(kxt, kyt, kzt) =
(
±
√
k2

a − (a5π
Ly

)2 − (a6π
Lz

)2, a5π
Ly
, a6π

Lz

)
, a5 = 0, 1, 2, . . . a6 = 0, 1, 2, . . .

(19)

The lengthsLx, Ly andLz are the dimensions of the (smallest) rectangular bounding box, enclosing the
considered subdomain (as shown in figure 2).

Figure 2: Convex acoustic subdomainVi with bounding boxVbb

A numerical model with a finite number of dofs is constructed by defining an upper bound on parameters
a1 . . . a6 in Eq.(19) through application of a frequency dependent truncation rule:

na1

Lx
≈ na2

Ly
≈ na3

Lx
≈ na4

Lz
≈ na5

Ly
≈ na6

Lz
≥ N · k

π
(20)

Applying this truncation rule results in the use of all wave functions with wavelength larger than or equal to
1/N times the physical wavelength at each frequency of interest. Typical values for the truncation parameter
in uncoupled acoustic calculations areN = 1 . . . 4.

3.2.2 Wave based model

Since the pressure expansion (15) exactly satisfies the governing equation (1), the only error consists of the
violation of the imposed boundary conditions (2). In order to obtain a numerical model for thena wave
function contributions, this error is minimised in a weighted residual sense, by taking into account the three
different types of acoustic boundary error residuals in (2):

−
∫
Ωp

j

ρaω

∂p̃(r)
∂n

·Rp(r)dΩ +
∫
Ωv

p̃(r) ·Rv(r)dΩ +
∫
ΩZ

p̃(r) ·RZ(r)dΩ = 0 (21)

with p̃(r) arbitrary weighting functions. Applying a Galerkin approach, the latter functions are written in
terms of the same basis functions that are used in the field variable expansion (15). Introduction of the field
variable expansion (15) and the weighting functions into the residual formulation (21) yields a system ofna

equations in thena unknown wave function contributionspa.

Aww · pwb = fwb (22)

Solution of this system for the unknown wave function contributionspwb and substitution of these results
in (15) yields an approximation̂pwb(r) for the acoustic pressure response. The acoustic system matrixAww
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is fully populated with complex elements. Moreover, since the wave functions (17) explicitly depend on
the excitation frequencyω, the matrix coefficients need to be recalculated for every excitation frequency.
The system matrix cannot be decomposed into frequency-independent submatrices. The major advantage
of the WBM is the substantially smaller number of dofs required in comparison to the FEM. This property,
combined with the enhanced convergence properties of the method, makes the WBM a computationally
more efficient simulation technique than the FEM and allows the WBM to be used for acoustic analysis in
the mid-frequency range.

The requirement of convexity of the wave based subdomains imposes, however, a limitation to the practical
applicability of the method for complex geometries. In most real-life engineering problems the interior
cavity cannot be approximated by an acoustic problem domain which satisfies this condition. In the case of
a concave problem geometry, the entire domain needs to be partitioned into multiple convex subdomains.
Along subdomain interfaces, coupling conditions need to be applied to enforce continuity of the acoustic
variables in the entire problem domain [10]. As the geometrical complexity increases, a larger number
of subdomains with smaller dimensions is needed to model the problem domain accurately, resulting in a
decrease in the efficiency of the method.

3.3 Hybrid coupling strategy

Table 1 summarises of the characteristic properties of the FEM and the WBM. This table shows that both
techniques are complementary. This forms the basis for the development of the hybrid modelling techniques.

FEM WBM

model size large small
convergence rate medium high
frequency range low low, mid (and high)
geometrical

high moderate
complexity

Table 1: Model properties of the FEM and the WBM

In many practical examples (e.g., acoustic modelling of a car interior), the acoustic domain contains large
homogenous subcavities which can be modelled using the WBM, but the entire problem domain is too
complex to be partitioned into a limited number of convex WBM subdomains. As a result, the WBM’s
computational efficiency is not fully exploited. An FE model is far more suited for this kind of domain
description. An FE discretisation of the entire problem domain is possible but needs to be rather fine in order
to control the numerical pollution errors (which increase rapidly with increasing characteristic dimensions
of the FEM submodel, see rule (7)). This results for practical applications in a very large number of acoustic
FE dofs and unfeasibly long calculation times.

3.3.1 Direct hybrid coupling approach

Figure 3: Direct hybrid WB-FE coupling approach
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As proposed by Pluymers in [10], the acoustic pressure fields in the WBM and FE submodels can be directly
coupled in a hybrid WB-FE model by enforcing various types of coupling conditions along the hybrid inter-
faceΩH , see figure 3. In this work, the so-calleddirect pressure and velocitycoupling strategy is adopted.
That approach imposes the continuity of each of the two main acoustic variables, being the pressure and
normal velocity, directly on one of the hybrid submodels:

WBM submodel: Pressure continuity onΩH : Rh,p(r) = pwb(r)− pfe(r) = 0
FEM submodel: Normal velocity continuity onΩH : Rh.v(r) = j

ρaω
∂pfe(r)

∂nfe
+ j

ρaω
∂pwb(r)
∂nwb

= 0
(23)

with the normal directionsnwb andnfe for the WB and FE submodels as indicated in figure 3.

The hybrid WB-FE method uses the same field variable expansions (3) and (15) as the uncoupled techniques
to approximate the acoustic pressure fields in both subdomains. Introduction of the expansions in the coupled
equations yields a set of algebraic expressions which directly relate the dofs of both domains to each other.
The weighted residual formulation for the FE domain is expanded to take into account the supplementary
acoustic normal velocity boundary conditions. The pressure continuity along the hybrid interfaceΩH is
taken into account in the WBM weighted residual formulation (21) by adding the following term:

∫
ΩH

− j

ρaω

∂p̃(r)
∂nwb

·Rh,p(r)dΩ (24)

Combination of the residual formulations for both domains and application of a Galerkin approach yields
the following matrix equation for the entire acoustic system in terms of the wave function contributionspwb

and the nodal acoustic pressure valuespfe:

[
Aww + Cww Cwf

Cfw Z

]
·
{

pwb

pfe

}
=

{
fwb + ffw
ffe + fwf

}
(25)

with Z, Aww, ffe andfwb the system matrices and loading vectors from the uncoupled acoustic FEM (5)
and WBM (22) models. The WB-FE and FE-WB coupling matricesCwf andCfw describe the continuity
conditions for the acoustic quantities andCww is the acoustic back-coupling matrix. The supplementary
loading termsfwf andffw result from the presence of an acoustic point sourceq in the WBM submodel.

Whenever an acoustic FE and WB domain are in contact, all the dofs of the WB submodel (wave functions
Φa) and the boundary dofs along the hybrid interface of the FE submodel are coupled. This results in rather
densely populated coupling matricesCwf andCfw. As a result, the rows and columns for the entire system
of equations (25) cannot be reordered such that the sparse structure of the dynamic stiffness matrixZ can
be exploited when solving the full coupled model at once. To make optimal use of the properties of the
submatrices in equation (25) Van Hal [18] and Pluymers [10] propose a three-step solution sequence:

1. First the FE dofs are eliminated from the system of equations (25) by using the bottom equation to
write the nodal pressurespfe as a function of the wave function contributionspwb:

pfe = Z−1(ffe + fwf −Cwfpwb) (26)

with •−1 the inverse of a square matrix. Introduction of (26) in the top equation of (25) and regrouping
of the terms results in:

(Aww + Cww −CfwH)pwb = fwb + ffw + h. (27)

The (na × na) matrixH and (na × 1) vectorh are obtained by solution of two sparse FE systems:

ZH = Cwf , Zh = ffe + fwf (28)
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2. Next, the remaining dense system of equations (27) is solved using a dense solution algorithm to obtain
the wave function contributionspwb.

3. Finally, the acoustic FE dofspfe are retrieved through a simple matrix multiplication:

pfe = −Hpwb + h (29)

3.3.2 CMS-based modal reduction of the hybrid FEM submodel

Figure 4: Typical evolution of the various important substeps in a hybrid WB-FEM calculation [10]

For each frequency of interest, there are three main time-consuming substeps in the hybrid modelling pro-
cedure as described above: building the WBM system- and hybrid couplingmatrices, solution of the sparse
uncoupled FEM system of equations in order to eliminate the FEM dofs from the system of equations (eq.
(28)) and the solution of the condensed densely populated system of equations (27). From the typical evo-
lution in figure 4 of the time required for these substeps as a function of frequency (example taken from
[10]) it is clear that a reduction in the solution time for the second step results in a very large overall gain in
computational efficiency of the method.

In [13], the authors have shown that this reduction can be realised by applying the modal reduction technique
described in section 3.1.3 to the FEM submodel in the case of a hybrid vibro-acoustic WB-FEM approach.
When applying this idea to an uncoupled acoustic method an additional problem arises. The calculation
of the normal modes results in rigid-walled cavity modes for the full FEM submodel. Hence, the velocity
continuity at the hybrid coupling interface is violated and the representation of the near-field effects in the
vicinity of the interface requires a substantial amount of high-order modes in the acoustic modal base, which
results in a slow convergence. The vibro-acoustic counterpart of this approach does not suffer from these
problems, since the structural boundary conditions (which are included in the calculation of the modes) are
unaffected by the presence of the structural-acoustic coupling.

In order to find a suitable basis to perform the model reduction for the FEM submodel classical substructuring
techniques are applied. In this case, the commonly used Craig-Bampton approach [14] is applied. In this
approach the nodes in the FEM model are divided into two groups:ni interior nodes (indexi) inside the
submodel andnj junction nodes (indexj) on the hybrid interface. As a result, the FEM system matrices can
be partitioned into four submatrices. For the stiffness and mass matricesK andM this results in:

K =

[
Kii Kij

Kji Kjj

]
,M =

[
Mii Mij

Mji Mjj

]
(30)
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In the reduced model basis two types of basis vectors are included:

• Fixed interface dynamic modesVf : These modeshapes result from a calculation of the normal
modes for the interior dofs of the submodel and have zero pressure values along the entire hybrid
interface:

KiiVf = ω2
mMiiVf , m = 1...nf (31)

In this case, the rule of thumb that all fixed interface modes with eigenfrequencies up to two or three
times the maximum frequency of interest need to be taken into account is also applied. This does
however result in a much smaller number of dynamic modes with respect to the modal basis discussed
in section 3.1.3 since only a small part of the problem is modelled using the FEM.

• Constraint modesVc: These vectors are static pressure fields due to a unit acoustic pressure applied
in one of the junction nodes (while fixing the pressure at the other junction nodes to zero):[

Kii Kij

Kji Kjj

]
.Vc =

[
0

Rjj

]
(32)

with Rjj = Inj×nj . Since a constraint mode exists for each boundary dof, as many basis vectors as
there are interface nodes need to be calculated and retained in the reduced FEM submodel.

Using this basis results in a reduced order model of dimensionnf + nj . Analogue to the modal reduction
technique the acoustic pressure field in the FEM submodel is written as a linear combination of the selected
basis:

pfe =
nc∑

k=1

Vf ,k · ψf,k +
nc∑
l=1

Vc,l · ψc,l =
[

Vf Vc

]
·
[

Ψf

Ψc

]
= Vcms ·Ψcms (33)

with Ψf andΨc the (nf × 1) and (nj × 1) vectors of unknown modal participation factorsψf,k andψc,l and
Vf andVc the (nk×nc) and (nk×nj) matrices collecting the undamped acoustic fixed interface modes and
the static constraint modes. Projection of the FEM dofs in the coupled system of equations (25) results in:

 Aww + C̃ww,c 0 C̃wf ,c

0 Z̃ff Z̃fc

C̃fw,c Z̃cf Z̃cc

 ·


pwb

Ψf

Ψc

 =


fwb + f̃fw,c

f̃fe,f + f̃wf ,f

f̃fe,c + f̃wf ,c

 (34)

In this equation submatrices and vectors of form•̃•,f and •̃•,c are submatrices from matrix equation (25),
which have been projected onto the fixed interface dynamic modes and static constraint modes respectively.
The0 entries in the projected equations are the result from the fact that all the dynamic modes in the basis
have a zero pressure field along the hybrid interface. As a result, the direct interaction between the WB
and FE submodels is realised by means of the static constraint modes. Hence, only these modes need to be
considered when building the frequency dependent hybrid coupling matrices. The solution of equation (34)
using the three step procedure described above results in an approximate solution for the acoustic pressure
field p(r) in the problem domain.

The procedure described above, which is called the hybrid Wave Based - Modal Finite Element Method
(WB-MFEM), results in a significant reduction of the solving time to calculate the intermediary matrices
H andh using equation (27). The solving time for the dense system and the time needed to calculate the
hybrid coupling matrices remain roughly the same. Application of this procedure may however still result in
a relatively large number of generalised dofs, since as many constraint modes as there are interface dofs are
required in the set of basis functions. Moreover, the local support of the pressure field of the constraint modes
on the hybrid interface requires the coupling matrices to be integrated on each of the elements of the FEM
discretisation of the interface separately. As a result, the numerical integration of the coupling matrices may
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require a significant computational effort (since at least one integration point is needed on each interface
element). In order to overcome these drawbacks, the method can be further optimised by projecting the
pressure field of the static constraint modes on known analytical pressure distributions. Since the projected
static constraint modes need to be directly coupled to the wave functions inside the WB submodel, a logical
choice of projection functions are the wave functionsΦ used to describe the WB pressure field. These static
modes can be calculated by solving the following matrix equation for each frequency of interest:

[
Kii Kij

Kji Kjj

]
.Vc,p =

[
0

Φjj

]
(35)

with Φjj the evaluation of the acoustic wave functions on the hybrid interface. This optimisation results
in general in a further reduction of the number of dofs in the reduced FE submodel and has the additional
advantage that the pressure field on the hybrid interface of the reduced FE basis functions which couple
directly to the WB submodel are analytically known. As a result, the coupling matrices can be integrated
along the geometry of the whole interface instead of along small elements. In this way a reduction in the
second important computational step of the hybrid WB-FEM, namely the system building time, is obtained.
A final advantage of this projection is that by applying this projection and integrating the known analytical
functions instead of using the underlying FEM shape functions to calculate the coupling matrices, a coupling
strategy is obtained which is essentially independent of the topology and order of the elements used in the
FEM submodel. This modelling approach will be called the hybrid Wave Based - Projected Modal Finite
Element Method (WB-PMFEM) in the remainder of this paper.

4 Numerical validation

4.1 Model description

The performance of the hybrid WB-(P)MFE methodology is validated through the analysis of the uncoupled
acoustic problem shown in figure 5. A rectangular domain is coupled to a smaller divergent concave cavity.
All the cavity boundaries are acoustically rigid. The dimensions of the considered problem are also given
in the figure.The cavity is filled with air with an ambient densityρa = 1.1225kg/m3 and a speed of sound
c = 340m/s. The system is excited using a acoustic volume velocity source with source amplitudeq = 1,
located at coordinates (xq,yq,zq) = (0.35m,0.25m,0.6m).
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Figure 5: Validation example: divergent concave acoustic cavity
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4.2 Steady-state acoustic models

The validation example in figure 5 is modelled using both pure FE models and hybrid WB-(P)MFE models.

4.2.1 Pure FE models

In order to study the convergence behaviour of the FEM the entire acoustic cavity is modelled using linear
FEM models consisting of 8-noded hexahedral elements. The details of the different linear models, used in
the comparison are given in table 2.hmax is the length of the longest side of a finite element in the discretisa-
tion andtsolve is the CPU time needed to solve the different models for a single frequency.fint indicates the
upper frequency for which the FE models include at least6 elements per acoustic wavelength (rule of thumb
(7)). fpol is the maximum frequency up to which the acoustic model yields accurate predictions according
to the rule of thumb in (9) using2.3m as characteristic lengthL, taking into account numerical pollution ef-
fects. To serve as a reference, a quadratic FE model of the cavity is built using 20-noded hexahedral acoustic
elements. Table 2 also includes the properties of this reference model. MD.Nastran r2.1 is used as FE solver.

dofs hmax fint fpol tsolve

(= #nodes) [m] [Hz] [Hz] [s]
Linear FE models

FE Lin 1 2700 0.1000 541 190 0.1
FE Lin 2 7072 0.0750 722 230 0.3
FE Lin 3 20064 0.0500 1082 302 1.6
FE Lin 4 42000 0.0400 1353 350 5.5
FE Lin 5 85374 0.0300 1804 424 20.7
FE Lin 6 147963 0.0250 2165 479 68.8
FE Lin 7 284648 0.0200 2706 556 245.2
FE Lin 8 657580 0.0150 3608 673 1530.8

Quadratic FE reference model

FE Reference 582821 0.0250 4329 1525 /

Table 2: Properties of the various FE models

4.2.2 Hybrid WB-MFE models

The hybrid models use the same acoustical mesh resolutions as pure FE models 6 and 8. The rectangular
left cavity is modelled using a single acoustic WB domain. By varying the truncation parameterN in (20), a
single acoustic FE submodel can be used to create several hybrid models with different numbers of acoustic
WB dofs. The number of modal vectors used in the reduced acoustic FEM base is determined according to
the afore mentioned rule of thumb, taking into account all fixed interface acoustic modes up to two to three
times the maximum frequency of interest. The model details of the different hybrid models are given in
table 3. This table contains the range of number of dofs in the WB submodel (calculated for a representative
truncation paramaterN = 2 and a frequency range of interest up to660Hz), the number of dofs in the FE
discretisation, the FE mesh resolutionh, the upper frequency limits according to rules (7) and (9) (using the
height1.0266m of the divergent subcavity as characteristic length) and the number of boundary dofsnj in
the FE submodel. When comparing the validityfpol of the FE submodels to the equivalent models in table
2, it is clear the hybrid models are expected to have an extended applicability range, since the overall model
dimensions of the FE part are smaller. The routines to build and solve the hybrid and the associated WB
models are implemented in Matlab r2007b. All calculations are performed on a 2.66GHz Intel Xeon based
Linux-system with 32 gigabytes of RAM.
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dofswbm dofsfe hmax fint fpol nj(N = 2, fmax = 600Hz) (= #nodes) [m] [Hz] [Hz]
hybrid WB-(P)FE 1 6− 422 26381 0.0250 2165 627.4 1147
hybrid WB-(P)FE 2 6− 422 123708 0.0150 3608 881.9 3172

Table 3: Properties of the various hybrid WB-(P)MFE models

4.3 Numerical results

To illustrate that the hybrid WB-MFE and WB-PMFE methods accurately describe the acoustic coupling
effects between the two submodels, figure 6 shows a color map of the acoustic pressure amplitude at399.9Hz
in the plane which intersects the cavity along the dashed line in figure 5. The pressure fields are calculated
with both hybrid methods (top left and right figures) and an FE model (bottom figure) with the same mesh
sizeh = 0.0150m for the hybrid FE submodel as used the pure FE model 8. The number of acoustic dofs
in the FE model is 657580, while only 422 acoustic wave functions are used in the hybrid model. In the
hybrid models dynamic acoustic modes up to1000Hz (62 in total) are used in the modal base. In the hybrid
WB-MFE model, the set of dynamic modes is enriched by adding 3172 static constraint modes to the modal
basis, while in the WB-PMFE model only 422 projected static modeshapes are used. The results show a good
agreement between all the methods and the calculation times indicate the enhanced computational efficiency
of both hybrid approaches with respect to the FEM.
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(a) hybrid WB-MFE model 2,T = 46.7s
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Figure 6: Comparison of acoustic pressure amplitude[Pa] color maps at399.9Hz
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In order to compare the computational efficiency of the hybrid method and the FEM a convergence analysis
is performed. The acoustic pressure at399.9Hz in the 15 response points indicated in green and red in figure
5 is calculated for all the models described in section 4.2. Based on these pressure values the average relative
prediction errorεp for the acoustic pressure , as defined in (36), is obtained.

εp =
1
15

15∑
j=1

εj =
1
15

15∑
j=1

∣∣∣∣ p̂(rj)− pref (rj)
pref (rj)

∣∣∣∣ (36)

with p̂(rj) the calculated pressure response andpref (rj) the reference acoustic pressure at each of the re-
sponse locationsrj. These results are plotted against the CPU times needed to solve the different models.
Only frequency dependent operations are taken into account in the calculation time. For the FEM only the
time needed to solve the system of equations is given. For the hybrid method the time needed to build the WB
system matrix and the hybrid coupling matrices as well as the time needed to solve the system of equations
are considered. The time to build the FE matrices and to calculate the reduced acoustic model is not taken
into account for the hybrid method nor for the FEM since this effort is frequency independent and negligible
when a large number of frequencies are considered.
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(b) hybrid model 2,h = 0.0150m

Figure 7: Convergence curves for linear FEM, hybrid WB-MFEM and hybrid WB-PMFEM for different
acoustic mesh sizeh in the hybrid models at399.9Hz

Figure 7 compares the convergence rate of the different hybrid models with that of the FE models. Each
subfigure plots the global convergence curve for the linear FEM (2 marker) and the prediction accuracy for
various hybrid models applying the separate (◦ marker) and projected (× marker) static constraint modes in
the modal basis. The global curve for the FEM is obtained by incrementally refining the acoustic elements
in the model. The individual convergence curves for the hybrid models are calculated by combining a fixed
acoustic FE model (using62 dynamic modes) with an increasing number of wave functions (ranging from
6 till 998 acoustic dofs). The average acoustic FE mesh dimensions in the different hybrid models are
given in the captions of the subfigures. The convergence curves show that, as the number of wave functions
increases, the prediction accuracy of the hybrid models increases steadily until some saturation is reached
where the error remains constant. All the hybrid convergence curves have an elbow shape. The saturation
level is determined by the density of the acoustic FE mesh and it is similar to the error for a pure FE model
with the same mesh sizeh (indicated by the black× marker on the FE convergence curve). The prediction
accuracy increases for both the FEM and the hybrid WB-(P)MFE method when the FE model is refined. For
both mesh densities shown here, the hybrid models converge clearly faster to the same (or a slightly better)
prediction accuracy as the corresponding linear acoustic FE model. For the more coarse models (hybrid
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model 1,h = 0.0250m) the corresponding FEM needs 68.8s to reach a prediction accuracy of9%, while the
WB-MFEM converges to an error of6% in 2.3s and the projection of the static modes in the WB-PMFEM
results in an additional gain in efficiency by a factor of 4-5, reaching an accuracy of6% in only 0.5s. Using
the denser discretisation, the efficiency of the hybrid methods is even more pronounced. All models reach a
prediction accuracy of approximately3.5%. The FEM takes 1530.8s to solve, while the hybrid WB-MFEM
converges in 16s and the WB-PMFE is again 4 to 5 times faster, requiring only 3.6s. As a result, it has been
shown that for the problem studied in this paper the hybrid methods are on average at least two orders of
magnitude faster than the FEM.

In order to study the behaviour of the hybrid methods in an entire frequency range, the pressure amplitude
spectrum between0 and600Hz at the point inside the cavity indicated in red in figure 5, is calculated with
FE and hybrid WB-(P)MFE models using the acoustic models with mesh densityh = 0.0150m (linear FE
model 8 in table 2 and hybrid models 2 in table 3). For the hybrid calculations, a truncation parameter
N = 2 is used, resulting in a model with a variable number of acoustic WB dofs between 6 and 422. For
the FE submodel a dynamic modal base containing all modes up to≈ 1500Hz, 2.5 times the maximum
frequency of interest, is used. This results in170 dynamic modes, which are enriched using a fixed number
of 3271 static modes for the WB-MFE model and a number of static modes varying between 6 and 422
for the WB-PMFE model. The evolution of the calculations time for the different modelling steps in both
hybrid approaches as a function of frequency is given in figure 8. The left figure shows clearly that the
application of a modal reduction on the FE submodel is very successful in reducing the large contribution
of the solution of FEM system of equations to the total calculation time. This share in computation time is
reduced from approximately50% (see also figure 4) to about10%. This figure also shows that the building
of the hybrid coupling matrices has become the most determining part for the efficiency of the hybrid WB-
MFE method. In the right figure it is shown that the application of the projection of the static modeshapes
on known analytical functions presents an efficient solution. A significant reduction in building time for
the hybrid coupling matrices is obtained at the cost of a minor increase in the time needed to calculate the
acoustic wave functions. This added time is needed to project the reduced modal FE system matrices on the
new set of static modeshapes.
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(a) Hybrid model 2 without projection
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Figure 8: Comparison of the CPU times for the different modelling steps for the WB-MFE with and without
projection of the static constraint modes

In figure 9 the results of the pressure amplitude calculations are compared with a reference solution (thick
line) obtained with the quadratic FE reference model in table 2. All the models yield the same predictions
in approximately the entire frequency range of interest, which is in accordance with the predicted validity
of the models in tables 2 and 3. Only at the end of the spectrum both the pure FE and the hybrid WB-
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(P)MFE results exhibit a minor shift in some of the predicted resonance frequencies. This is the result of
some very small numerical dispersion errors. Since both predictions suffer equally from dispersion it is
concluded that the FE submodel determines the dispersion error in this example. The FEM calculation takes
1530.8s per frequency, while on average only16.1s per frequency is needed to build and solve the hybrid
WB-MFEM model and the hybrid WB-PMFEM method only needs an average of3.1s per frequency. The
higher computational efficiency of the hybrid WB-MFE method is further illustrated in figure 10, which
shows the pressure amplitude spectrums for the hybrid WB-PMFEM model 2 and the linear FE model
5 (h = 0.0400m) with approximately the same computational requirements (5.5s per frequency) for the
calculation of the entire spectrum as the hybrid model. Starting from approximately350Hz the FE results
begin to exhibit upward shifts in the predicted resonance frequencies. This is again in agreement with the
predicted validity of this model according to the rule of thumb (9). At first these shifts are minor and do not
compromise the usability of the results. At higher frequencies these shifts are significant and the numerical
errors become so big that the predictions become useless.

5 Conclusions

This paper describes a newly developed hybrid WB-(P)MFE modelling technique for steady-state acoustic
problems. In many real-life problems a complex acoustic cavity can be partitioned into a few geometrically
simple interior cavities which account for the bulk of the volume and a small geometrically complex skin
which contains most of the geometrical details. The motivation for the hybrid approach is the combination of
the advantages of both the WBM and FEM technique in a ‘best of two worlds’-methodology. The resulting
hybrid model benefits from the computational efficiency of the Wave Based Method, while retaining the
Finite Element Method’s ability to model the actual geometry of the problem in great detail. The application
of the WBM for the bulk part of the volume results in favourable convergence properties. The hybrid method
presented in this paper couples the acoustic FE and WB models by directly enforcing the acoustic pressure
and normal velocity continuity between both submodels. The use of classical CMS reduction techniques for
the FEM part results in a significant gain in CPU time while maintaining a comparable level of prediction
accuracy for the interior acoustic behaviour. Furthermore, the projection of the static modeshapes on known
analytical pressure fields results in a significant additional gain in computational efficiency.

A comparison between the FEM and the hybrid WB-(P)MFE method is made based on the acoustic anal-
ysis of a concave divergent cavity. The results illustrate that the prediction accuracy of the hybrid models
increases as the number of wave functions increases, until saturation is reached and the prediction error re-
mains constant at a level similar to that of the direct linear FE predictions. The density of the acoustic FE
model determines the maximum attainable prediction accuracy. For all the studied discretisations, the hybrid
method yields a higher accuracy in less computation time and an average reduction in computational cost
of at least 2 orders of magnitude is observed. It is also seen that the projection of the static modes in the
hybrid WB-PMFEM results in a gain of a factor 4-5 in computational efficiency with respect to the hybrid
WB-MFEM. These results illustrate the potential of the hybrid WB-(P)MFE method as a powerful tool for
the prediction of the dynamic behaviour of real-life interior acoustic systems.

Future research includes a further enhancement of the computational efficiency of the implementation of the
technique. Furthermore, the possibility of enforcing the acoustic coupling in an indirect manner and the use
of modally reduced higher-order acoustic FE models for the geometrically complex part of the problem will
be explored.
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(a) Linear FE model 8,∆t = 1530.8s
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(b) Hybrid WB-MFE model 2 usingN = 2, ∆tav = 16.1s
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(c) Hybrid WB-PMFE model 2 usingN = 2, ∆tav = 3.1s

Figure 9: Acoustic pressure response spectrum for models with equal mesh sizeh = 0.0150m
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(a) Linear FE model 5,∆t = 5.5s
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(b) Hybrid WB-PMFE model 2 usingN = 2, ∆tav = 3.1s

Figure 10: Acoustic pressure response spectrum for models with similar computational load
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